The Maryland State Department of Agriculture has begun to collect and publish quarterly reports on the number of animals destroyed by public and private animal shelters. This is a new requirement from the state legislature, and is believed to be the first of its kind.

The first press release under the new requirement announced that more than 80% of the 272,000 dogs and cats collected by animal control and humane organizations in Maryland in 1978 were destroyed because no homes could be found for them. Agencies responding to the questionnaire sent out by the state indicated that 80% of their total operating costs were for handling animals that were eventually killed.

State Agriculture Department spokesman Tony Evans has told the press that data collection has been "a difficult project" and points to the dispute among animal welfare advocates over releasing euthanasia figures. Some groups resist publicizing the high numbers of animals euthanized, believing it will result in more pet owners abandoning unwanted animals to the streets instead of taking them to shelters.

However, Phyllis Wright, HSUS Director of Animal Sheltering and Control, considers the new law "an excellent idea. The community cannot deal with a problem it doesn't know exists. Animal facilities that tell the truth about pet overpopulation rather than sugar-coating the problem have a better relationship with the community."

Evans says he will try to improve data collection by visiting the shelters individually. The press releases are sent to 150 news outlets in the state. The Maryland Department of Agriculture is at Parole Plaza Office Bldg., Annapolis, MD 21401.

An HSUS Animal Control Workshop will be held June 15-16 in Albany, NY. HSUS workshops feature informative presentations by staff experts in animal sheltering and control. For complete information on the workshop, contact HSUS New England Regional Office, 630 Oakwood Ave., Suite 213, West Hartford, CT 06110, telephone (203)522-4908.

Almost daily in our humane/animal control work, we are required to respond to calls regarding injured or sick animals. How we render aid and transport an injured animal can often have much bearing on the ultimate fate of the animal.

We believe that the most important item to use in handling an injured wild or domestic animal is a blanket that is durable and washable -- for example, a military surplus blanket. A blanket can be used in place of a net, a pair of gloves or a stretcher.

An injured animal is normally frightened, and the most docile pet can become aggressive when in pain. If you feel an injured animal may bite, place a blanket over its head to immobilize and calm it. You may want to protect yourself by wearing gloves or placing a cloth or gauze muzzle around the animal's snout. You can also use a rubber tourniquet, which
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